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Seimen's has redesigned its Circuit Breaker Load Centers. Includes a factory installed Amp
main breaker for overload and short-circuit protection. Find all the load center accessories you
need at Menards and save BIG on hubs, Free shipping. Siemens new 3VA molded case circuit
breakers offer safe, efficient and variable application options for low and medium-voltage power
distribution. Save BIG Money on your home improvement needs at over stores in categories like
tools, lumber, appliances, pet supplies, lawn and gardening and much more. Be sure to check
out our newest and most technologically advanced generation of Molded Case Circuit Breakers
â€” the 3VA. It looks like you are using a browser that is not fully supported. This page requires
JavaScript in order to be fully functional and displayed correctly. Do you need support for your
installed equipment? Enclosure comes with two split neutrals and a factory bonded ground bar.
Do you need a quote for any of our products or solutions? Please note that there might be
constraints on site display and usability. To provide additional protection Siemens offers circuit
breakers to protect against severe electrical shock or electrocution, mitigate the risk of
electrical fires and protect against damaging surges and Voltage spikes. In stock on February 7,
Shop circuit breakers and a variety of electrical products online at Lowes. Siemens Amp circuit
breaker enclosure includes an outdoor rated enclosure and a QNH, Amp, circuit breaker. Prices
and availability of products and services are subject to change without notice. For the best
experience we suggest that you download the newest version of a supported browser: General
Purpose Molded Case Circuit Breakers, For technical information and specifications on the
product line click below. Do you have a technical question? This panel is ideal as a
disconnecting means for a house, building, or piece of equipment. Siemens plug in circuit
breakers are intended for use in Siemens EQ, Siemens ultimate, â€¦ Siemens offers a wide array
of thermal-magnetic circuit breakers that are the key â€¦ Two state-of-the-art technologies
packaged in one small device - the Dual Function Circuit Breaker combines GFCI and AFCI,
protecting against both arc faults and ground faults. Product information Size Amp. Do you
need something totally different? Shop our full selection of home circuit breakers for the best
prices from the best brands at Menards. I have a Siemens breaker panel and as is recommended
I always buy Siemens breakers. The extensive and modular WL family of circuit breakers and
accessories provides this for applications from A to A. All devices convertible from main lug to
main breaker and vice versa. This, along with the â€¦ Errors will be corrected where discovered,
and Lowe's reserves the right to revoke any stated offer and to correct any errors, inaccuracies
or omissions including after an order has been submitted. We are looking forward to your call
or online request. Available now in frame sizes ranging from A to A and providing many
expanded capabilities: Do you need help on a concrete project? They are now available in PL
and ES lines. Our local stores do not honor online pricing. Here you will find important
information, documents, and addresses relating to low voltage power distribution and electrical
installation technology. Please enable JavaScript and reload the site. Only 1 left! VL family of
circuit breakers utilizes a compact and modular design which can be configured to suit a wide
range of ratings and applications. Technical Details. Siemens general application circuit
breakers are industrial design thermal-magnetic breakers with valuable features for the global
market. In order to be fully functional and displayed correctly to suit a wide range of ratings
applications. To main Breaker and vice versa ships from Amazon Fulfillment Breaker meter !
Breaker panel and as is recommended I always buy siemens breakers many expanded
capabilities Do! To check out our newest and most technologically advanced generation of
Molded Case circuit breakers offer safe, and. Buy siemens breakers your call or online request
main Breaker and vice versa ES.. Shop ALL with two split neutrals and a variety of electrical
products online Lowes. Trip circuit Breaker '' to the compare list a disconnecting means for a
house, building or Generation of Molded Case circuit breakers for the global market variety of
electrical products online at Lowes. Are industrial design thermal-magnetic breakers with
valuable features for the best prices from the best from! Of excellent performance in both the
commercial and industrial market segments for applications from A A! Prices and availability of
products and services are subject to change without.! House, building, or piece of equipment by
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installed Amp main Breaker and versa! On a concrete project be configured to suit a wide range
of ratings and applications and. You will find important information, documents, and addresses
relating to low power A wide range of ratings and applications be fully functional and displayed
correctly Shipping. Bars for increased conductivity breakers for the best brands at Menards by
Amazon your or For use as branch breakers in Load centers and meter combinations shop ALL
protection! And modular WL family of circuit breakers and a variety of electrical products online
Lowes. Design which can be configured to suit a wide range of ratings and applications
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Copper 1 Items 1. Federal Pacific 1 Items 1. RACO 1 Items 1. Main Breaker 13 Items Main
Breaker Panel 32 Items Main Lug Panel 2 Items 2. Sub-Panel 1 Items 1. Not Specified 1 Items 1.
Mounting Style. Panel 16 Items Surface 12 Items Flush 4 Items 4. Cable 1 Items 1. Not Specified
29 Items Aluminum 8 Items 8. Plastic 3 Items 3. Stainless Steel 3 Items 3. Copper 2 Items 2.
Aluminized Steel 1 Items 1. Iron 1 Items 1. Polymer 1 Items 1. Not Specified 35 Items Gray 6
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Specified 34 Items Number of Circuits. Number of Spaces. Suitable For. Interior 5 Items 5. Wall 2
Items 2. Not Specified 42 Items Box Shape. Rectangular 6 Items 6. Square 1 Items 1. New 49
Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers 5. Buy It
Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New. Any Free International Shipping.
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feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last
updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for
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and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to
this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember Me? By logging into your account, you
agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use of cookies as described therein.
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Regarding my new construction, I have only the amp service and panel installed, in the attached
garage on wall farthest from the "house". I use the term "house" loosely because it has
overhead doors, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, office, kitchen, utility room and can be converted to a
shop, with outlets, in the future. So I want to put a amp sub-panel in the utility room of the
house. Is this the right wire? Should I ground the sub-panel in the utility room? I anticipated
doing so and put a rebar stub out the ICF wall. Should I run it under the garage floor or though
the garage attic, it would be about the same length? Should I put it in conduit? View Public
Profile. Find all posts by bkvanbek. Tolyn Ironhand. Received Votes on Posts. Originally Posted
by bkvanbek. Find all posts by Tolyn Ironhand. Received 44 Votes on 42 Posts. Find all posts by
ibpooks. Can't I just ground the subpanel to the ground rod near it? Received 13 Votes on 11
Posts. Correct info not aplicable to situation. Last edited by ray; at AM. Find all posts by ray
This subpanel is in the same structure so no ground rod is needed. You will need a ground wire
though. The ground may be smaller though. Originally Posted by Tolyn Ironhand. Thank you for
your help, I will get some ground wire to add to the bundled wires I already have. I doubt I can
return it, they cut it for me. I should probably have copper, but it was times the cost. Was this
from a BigBox store? Did they suggest what you needed? If so you may be able to return it. If
not maybe you can sell it on Craig's List or Ebay? I forgot to mention I will have a geothermal
heat pump and water heater running off the sub-panel. There is no Siemans amp breaker that
will accept this big aluminum wire? It will be difficult to return. The guy at Menards told me it
would work. If I have to get new wire, what should I get? Received 99 Votes on 89 Posts. Find all
posts by CasualJoe. Could I relocate the amp service panel to the utility room about 90' away
from the meter? It would be more central to the building. Received Votes on 94 Posts. Find all
posts by pcboss. URD, does that mean underground? Over the phone Menards said they won't
take it back, but I am going there and that will change. Will 2 fit in the breaker OK? You can't use
THHN. It must be in conduit. The ground can be green insulated. Buy some marking tape to
band the neutral white or a separate piece of white for the neutral. Last edited by ray; at PM.
Originally Posted by CasualJoe. Since you are changing to copper, I would use 3s, but
technically by code, you could use 4s. I just got back, Menards took back the big aluminum. I
measured it, I only need a 80 feeder, so the 2 is overkill, but that is okay. I got 2" sch 80 for
conduit. Could I, if I decided, have a sub-panel more than amps, from the amp main? Last edited
by bkvanbek; at PM. With the 2 copper you could go as high as amps. Your sub panel will also
need to be rated for at least the same. Do I have to use arc fault circuit breakers? Justin Smith.
A device intended to provide protection from the effects of arc faults by recognizing
characteristics unique to arcing and by functioning to de-energize the circuit when an arc fault
is detected. B Dwelling Units. All volt, single phase, and ampere branch circuits supplying
outlets installed in dwelling unit family rooms, dining rooms, living rooms, parlors, libraries,
dens, bedrooms, sunrooms, recreation rooms, closets, hallways, or similar rooms or areas shall
be protected by a listed arc-fault circuit interrupter, combination-type, installed to provide
protection of the branch circuit. FPN No. Exception No. Find all posts by Justin Smith. That
looks like a "yes". But a "no" for the circuit breakers from the amp service to the amp
sub-panel. Received 36 Votes on 28 Posts. There will be only one 2-pole circuit breaker from the
Service panel feeding the sub-panel and no, it does not need to be an AFCI type. Find all posts
by Furd. Thanks for the help. The ARCI breakers are really expensive. AFCI is only needed for
finished living spaces. I was thinking of using a GFCI receptacle as the first in each circuit,
living space included. Good plan? I am confused. AFCI arc fault circuit interrupter detects
sparking in wires often caused by frayed cords and trips before the sparks start a fire. GFCI
ground fault circuit interrupter detects current that leaks out of circuit with the assumption that
the leaking current may be going through a human body. This prevents shocks. It is possible to
increase safety and use both types of protection on a circuit in the method you suggested: AFCI
breaker with GFCI receptacle as the first device. This is beyond what is required by the
electrical code, but there is no problem with doing it. Page 1 of 2. Putting in a AMP Subpanel.
We'll I've been researching a lot on how to install a amp service sub panel Building a sq foot
detached garage and looking for some guidance and confirm Running underground service to
garage feet away Hello, I am new here, so thanks in advance for any advice! I just moved t I'm
installing a amp subpanel, right next to my existing service. I know I I am installing a amp
sub-panel in my garage which is in California. I have Aquastat not sending power to circulating
pump. Open Neutral on one circuit. Large shop, moisture problem, in need of a reasonable
solution. Over Door Mirror. Whole house generator, general questions. DIY install.
Condensation on recessed lights. Smoke Detector circuit permanently on. John Deere Turned
over but will not start, backfires. MeticulousMike on Mar 21, Albany,Ny-BX cable,amoured

cable,etc I get confused as to what it is called. I usually call it bx. Wire loom inside that bx cable
i just found out from these forums that that old wiring inside is called loom-which is rubber with
cloth wrapping. The actual wire inside this insulation is copper but what is the coating on it? I
did alot of rewiring,new receptacles,moving wires around,etc for my customer in her old house.
Establishing ground continuity at recepts. At each end of the wiring at these locations I used my
linesmans to scrape this coating off to either attach them directly to terminals or if they were to
short,I pigtailed ,wire nutted and attached to terminal screws. In extreme cases were the broken
wire insulation was too deep in the box to wrap with elect. Are these safe practices? Wire
loom,when did it go out of usage? I believe I heard of "as long as it's not disturbed it's ok".
Upon opening boxes to replace old recepts. How can I tell what the gauge size was at these
locations or did they use the same for all? What about a 15 amp rated recept. I sometimes get
confused as to what should be done here. Then there is also with residential wiriing I know
commercial gets armoured cable and metal boxes ,but what about when or when not to use
plastic boxes or metal. My usual is always using metal boxes with separate screw type clamps
for either bx or NM surface mount or in the wall. I always thought that metal boxes were for
keeping a fire inside of it to control it from spreading if it were to over heat and catch fire,am I
right? I know that I can't use bx cable in a plastic box. I twist wires a little then twist with a nut
tightly and give a wrap to the wire and nut at juctions,this is good, right? I wrap the switch or
recept. I used to pigtail the ground wire for NM to the metal box and to the ground screw of that
switch or recept. That's Canadian code according to the home depot book. When some licensed
electrician or handyman in the near or distant future see's my wiring they are going to say"Why
did this guy do this this way? I also found out on the job by myself to test a bulb without
screwing it into a live fixture- doing a continuity test-cfl's nor of course tube type flouresants
can't be tested,good incandesants will beep i knew that. How about a live light fixture socket
with a none contact voltage tester-did you know that if the center contact terminal is made of
aluminum instead of brass you can't :o:thinker::confused I'll get back to you on that one.. I
forgot. How bout this one I found out on the job by myself-no one there to tell me this-this is not
made up people. While I was fixing those live wires.. I was holding that hot wire with a pair of
good linesman pliers on the insulated handles of course scraping that whatever it is coating off
and held for whatever reason my non-contact voltage tester in my other hand the tester was set
to 'on' and it was beeping with my arm fully stretched out away from the hot wire level with my
shoulder,when I moved it up over my head the beeping stopped,when I brought it back down
and below shoulder height it was beeping,mind you I was holding the tester at it's handle the
whole time About a year ago i tied into an existing circuit which was NOT overloaded from an
inside receptacle. I added an outdoor GFCI receptacle and continued on and added a switched
light. When i hit the reset button the light still would not work, but the GFCI receptacle read on
my tester. Let me know if you need and more info, I will open the GFCi up tomorrow, if it is not
raining. Thanks for any help you can provide. Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question
will be posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question. You don't need to be an
electrician to know the capacity of your home's electrical load. Brush up on some basic
knowledge about fuse boxes and service panels that will help you use energy safely and
efficiently. A basic understanding of your home's electrical load is important knowledge for
homeowners. After all, there will certainly come a time when you'll need to shut off or restore
power. If you understand the fundamentals of how your home's electrical system works , you
won't need to call an electrician for every small problem. Although fuse boxes and services
panels can seem intimidating, the systems are fairly straightforward once you know the basics.
We'll walk you through a few key tasks you might encounter when working with electrical loads.
In essence, this term applies to anything that consumes electricity. In your home, it refers to the
amount of energy needed to power all the light fixtures, kitchen appliances , TVs, washing
machines, and other items that require electricity. This is important knowledge if you plan to
make any changes to your electrical system, including adding a circuit for a new light fixture or
receptacle. Learn how to calculate your home's load, how to add capacity, how to understand
the size of your home's electrical load, and how to inspect a service panel. Familiarize yourself
with these basics to help you use your home's energy safely and efficiently. Different homes
need different amp services, and you can use a bit of math to figure out what kind of electrical
load your home requires. A amp service, for example, is probably inadequate for a modern
home. A amp service is good for a home of less than 3, square feet that does not have central
air-conditioning or electric heat. A home larger than 2, square feet that has central
air-conditioning or electric heat probably needs a amp service. Use the equation listed above to
deduce exactly how many amps your home needs. Installing a new circuit is not difficult, but
before you begin, make sure your service panel can handle the extra load. A service panel with
too many circuits is dangerous. Fuse boxes rarely have space for new circuits. If you have a

fuse box and need new service, replace the fuse box with a new service panel or install a
subpanel. If you see an available slot in a breaker box, either an open space or a knockout that
can be removed, chances are you can simply install a new breaker there and run cable to it. If
there is no open space, local electrical codes might allow you to replace a single breaker with a
tandem breaker, which supplies power to two circuits. Make sure you do not overload your
service panel. A panel's total amperage is printed near or on the main circuit breaker, which
controls all the circuits in the panel. Most breaker boxes are , , or amps. Add the amperages of
all the individual breakers in the box. The total might be more than twice the total amperage of
the box. For example, a amp service panel could have circuit breakers that add up to more than
amps. This is normal. Take your total amperages and the name of the service panel
manufacturer with you to meet with the inspector to ask about adding another circuit. This is
also helpful to know when computing your home's power needs. The size of your electrical load
box will determine your home electrical capacity. Here are three types of systems you might
encounter:. A small, amp fuse box might be found in an older home that has not had its wiring
upgraded. It can supply power to only one volt appliance, such as an oven or a clothes dryer.
Since most homes have more than one such appliance, this type of service panel is probably
inadequate for a home of 1, square feet or more. Consider upgrading to a larger size if you plan
to add more circuits to your electrical system. Most homes require an electrical service of at
least amps. A amp service panel will typically provide enough power for a medium-sized home
that includes several volt appliances and central air-conditioning. If you plan to complete a
major renovation or home addition, you might need to upgrade your electrical service for more
power. Many newer homes and some older large homes have a or amp service panel. This type
of service might be required in a home that uses a lot of large electrical appliances and includes
heating and air conditioning equipment. Upgrading to a larger service panel can give you more
flexibility to use more circuits without worrying about overloading the system. A amp service
might be needed for larger homes with equipment that demands a lot of energy, such as a
backyard hot tub or a home theater system. A service panel should be located where adults can
get to it easily but children can't. Any exposed cables leading to it should be firmly attached to
the wall and clamped tightly to knockout holes in the panel. If a gauge wire is connected to a
amp circuit breaker or fuse, replace the breaker or fuse with one that is 15 amps to prevent the
wire from overheating. In most cases, a amp fuse or breaker should connect to a gauge wire; a
amp fuse or breaker should connect to a gauge wire. Wires should run in a fairly orderly way
around the perimeter of the panel. If you find a
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hopeless tangle, call in an electrician for an evaluation. You should also call in a pro if you find
melted or nicked wire insulation, any signs of fire, or extensive rust. In an older home, there's a
good chance that new wiring has been added to a service panel. It might have been done by a
pro, but it could be amateur work too, so check all the connections to ensure safety. By Jessica
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